Perm youtube

Modern perm is not restricted to extra voluminous frizzy hair of the past. Curls are anything but
regular and symmetrical. A perm will give you permanent waves, and because of the irregularity
of curls, you may enjoy completely new hairstyles everyday! The mane is healthy and free of
frizzies, and the subtle highlights add definition and texture, contributing to the overall sense of
volume and thickness. Loose curls are voluminous and flattering on most women. They frame
the face and neck softly camouflaging imperfections that come with age. The side part and
peek-a-boo bangs do an excellent job in this direction. Curly bangs can sometimes look
childish, so pin them back to show off your face. This is a way to keep you cut looking current.
It can be scary to use harsh chemicals on your hair. If you are in search of less harmful perms
for medium hair, then an acid perm is the best option for you. Those who are new to this
procedure should try it first because it lets you achieve loose s-shaped waves with less damage
to hair than with alkaline perm. Nothing says boho beach babe like long blonde waves! TIP:
Layers throughout will help cut down on the poof! There are many different types of perms, so
you are not restricted solely to super kinky ringlets. You may opt for a wavy perm that sits
nicely when kept at the shoulder length. Part your hair a little off center to let the loose curls fall
where they may. The shapely tendrils roam around the face and add a sassy edge to the
feminine hairstyle. These days women with perms are showing off new ways to rock them, with
the future in mind. These skinny curls snake around to give volume, depth, and body to the
shoulder length hair. Bangs in front offer a glowy effect, as the whole face in accented by bright
blonde curls. So why not give the beach wave perm a try? Perms for long hair tend to ooze
shaggy, s vibes, perfect for hair with a bright blonde balayage. In desperate need of volume?
Ask your stylist about a root perm and remember to always bring in pictures, like this one. This
sort of perm increases height directly at the root, bringing life and body back to limp locks.
Wavy perm can provide an exciting twist to ordinary straight hair because it adds extra body
and life to otherwise flat and dull strands. The locks look natural and shiny and can be parted
on the side or in the middle, depending on your mood. The hairstyle is also long enough to pull
up into a bouncy ponytail or a loose curly updo. To make the perm look a little bit more natural,
run your fingers lightly through your locks to separate some of the curls. A short hair perm is a
great way to amp up the natural volume in your hair. Lovers of the tight curl are already flocking
to hair salons to get this style. Finding the right length when dealing with perms can be tricky,
but as a general rule of thumb, you should always anticipate about half an inch of shrinkage.
The medium perm creates cute shaggy ringlets that extend down to the clavicle, and the golden
blonde highlights add definition to each tendril. Curly bangs frame the face. Tighter curls look
best on medium layered hair. Silver hair already makes a bold statement, but take it to greater
heights literally with mountains of giant curls! This perm hair was achieved using a larger rod,
resulting in big curls that gorgeously snake all around the head. Great for medium hair, these
spiraled curls start loose and get tighter towards the ends. The subtle blonde highlights create
depth, which helps make it look like you have twice as much hair as you actually doâ€¦ yes,
please! This gorgeous gray permed hair retains a youthful appearance. The white combover
frames the face and creates some flattering extra height to elongate and slim down the face. The
lowlights add a natural touch of color and contribute to the sense of fullness and depth. This
coif has it all: a rich color, a great cut, and curls for days! The gorgeous deep maroon shade is
just an added bonus. The modern bob is rather waved and tousled than sleek and perfectly
straight. Permed hair gives the much needed update to the classic cropped style. Keep the
layers simple with this style, for the curls will give you all the volume you need. Not into huge,
thick ringlets? Thin, abundant curls can provide you with the same amount of volume as the
typical large chunky curls do. The latter option is for low-maintenance girls. In case you have
naturally fine hair that needs a bit of lift, consider a body wave to provide extra texture and
volume. Choose to perm your hair in looser, wider curls and gain all the length back with a
decent level of bounce and visual interest added. The black curly hairstyle looks healthy and
shiny. A lob haircut is a great base for a perm. Then apply a dab of your styling solution and be
ready to shine through your day. Your long brown hair appears luxurious and full of volume,
and the bronze highlights add some lovely shimmer. Women with thick, unruly hair should go
with the flow and embrace their independent nature. Perm hairstyles are the perfect solution.
Let your wild curly ringlets crown the head and tumble in the front in a peek-a-boo fashion. The
ash brown color is enhanced by the beautiful white-blonde highlights that run through each
loopy curl. A messy curly perm is a carefree style you can choose when looking for a new
hairdo. Part your hair deeply to the side and let some curls fall into your face for a sassy
peek-a-boo effect. Perms may also produce modern disheveled curls. If you want something on
the softer side, choose well-blended, subtle ringlets that work great with a bob. Opt for long
side bangs that flow beautifully into the rest of your hair. Things have changed over the years.
Opting for small, thin curls gives you the wet hair look without ever touching water. Short styles

are super cute when they are curly. Perms are created with a solution that breaks down the
bonds of keratin in your hair and restructures your locks once they are placed on a rod. Ask
your stylist for a partial perm. Cute, short permed hairstyles are not poodle-like anymore. Here
is a great version of a style we have seen for ages. Being a bit messier, this short hair style is
easier to keep up with and great for warmer climates. It keeps your neck free, while the small
V-shaped section at the nape lengthens it to create a more dramatic silhouette of the cut. This
take on the classic stacked bob gives a bit more length in the front, creating a frame for your
face and drawing the eye up the wedge in the back to the nest of curls. The stacked layers offer
you an easy-to-manage yet elegant style that will work with a dress or your favorite tank and
jeans. Having medium length hair gives you tons of options, so how do you choose? Perm
hairstyles today are much more fun than the original perm look. Your hair will be easier to
manage on a daily basis. For example, the body perm. This variety includes loose, tousled
waves curled in various sizes, which give a full, tousled effect that looks completely natural.
You can have a perfectly permed style with just the ends of your hair curled. For black hair with
subtle highlights, this style is a beautiful way to show off the dimension of your color. The hair
is wrapped around the rod creating a specific s-shape that is guaranteed to texturize your coif.
The dark roots are broken up by blonde highlights, which add depth and allow the spiral curls to
standout. Although generally thought of being paired with long hair, perms for short hair add a
convenient texture that take you from shower to finished in practically no time â€” perfect for
the no-nonsense gal who wants a quick, smart, sophisticated look. The tight curl style is very
popular among those with thicker, coarser textures. The wet curly bob style is a great
low-maintenance look that requires little to no fuss in the mornings. Looking vacation-ready has
never been easier! Soft spiral curls that go from root to tip provide a delicate, natural
impression. Warning: people will ask to touch! Sometimes fine, shoulder-length hair requires
some man-made pizazz, and a light, wavy perm is a great way to achieve this. Ask your stylist
for a few layers to avoid too much weight at the bottom, and to keep the look current. Beachy
texture meets beachy color. Probably the most desirable of permed hairstyles, a plain curl look
is natural and suits many face shapes as well as different hair colors. Perms were popular back
in the day as a prom hairstyle â€” and many wish to forget that time in their lives! A loose perm
will work well with long hair that needs a soft style. Perm hairstyles of shorter length are no
longer your only option! Is your mind racing with ideas? Then, grab the phone, and make an
appointment with your hairstyling expert today! Get ready for compliments from everyone who
is brave enough to approach you! Get hair style inspiration. No matter what your hair type is, we
can help you to find the right hairstyles. Home Hair Type Curly, Wavy. Prev 1 of 50 Next. Perm
Hair Update Modern perm is not restricted to extra voluminous frizzy hair of the past. Related
Posts. Stay Connected. Check out our latest YouTube Video! Last Updated: December 9,
References Approved. This article was co-authored by Gina Almona. She has been able to keep
a fresh perspective in the industry by demonstrating and participating in trade shows and
workshops like the International Beauty Show. There are 16 references cited in this article,
which can be found at the bottom of the page. This article has been viewed 2,, times. A
permanent wave, also known as a perm, is a chemical hair treatment that can be used to add
curl and body to your hair. Every perm has 2 parts: wrapping your hair around rods, and
applying a chemical treatment. The process can take several hours, but the results are well
worth it. Gina Almona. Our Expert Agrees: After a week has gone by, you can brush your hair
again. Instead of a normal brush, however, use a wide-toothed comb so that the curls stay in
place. Every day at wikiHow, we work hard to give you access to instructions and information
that will help you live a better life, whether it's keeping you safer, healthier, or improving your
well-being. Amid the current public health and economic crises, when the world is shifting
dramatically and we are all learning and adapting to changes in daily life, people need wikiHow
more than ever. Your support helps wikiHow to create more in-depth illustrated articles and
videos and to share our trusted brand of instructional content with millions of people all over
the world. Please consider making a contribution to wikiHow today. To perm your hair, start by
washing it with a clarifying shampoo to remove any oil or residue. Then, set the size of your
curls by wrapping sections of your hair around a curling iron. Next, wrap your hair around the
curling rods, apply perm solution, then check every 5 minutes to see if the curl has set by
slightly unraveling 1 of the rods. Once your hair has a tight S-shape, rinse out the solution
under running water and blow dry with the rods on. Afterwards, apply neutralizer, rinse after 10
minutes, and let your hair dry before removing the rods. To learn more, like how to maintain
your perm with proper washing and drying techniques, read on. Did this summary help you?
Yes No. We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow,
and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality
how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to

wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with
your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. We use cookies to
make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn
why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article parts. Tips and Warnings.
Things You'll Need. Related Articles. Article Summary. Part 1 of Wash your hair with a clarifying
shampoo. This will remove any oil or residue and give you a clean base to work on. Do not use
any conditioner, however, or the perm solution won't set properly. Brush your hair before you
wash it, then run a wide-toothed comb through it after washing it. Wrap a towel around your
neck, then put on a plastic cape and gloves. Wrap a towel around your neck first, then put on a
plastic cape, like what you'd use for dyeing hair. Finally, pull on a pair of plastic or vinyl gloves.
The cape must be plastic, otherwise the perm solution will soak through it. Split your hair into 3
sections, with a middle and 2 sides. Use the handle of a rat-tail comb to create 2 side parts, 1 on
each side of your forehead. Make the middle section start at your forehead and end at your
nape. Twist the 2 side sections into buns to keep them out of the way. The middle section needs
to be a little narrower than your rod. How many inches or centimeters wide this is will vary. Part
2 of Take a thin strand of hair from the middle section. Use the handle of a rat-tail comb to
separate a thin strand of hair from the middle section. Pull it taut so that it is perpendicular to
your head. Select a strand that is no larger than the diameter of the perm rod you plan to use,
since packing too much hair onto a rod can result in limp curls. You can start at your front
hairline or at the back of your crown. Fold an end paper around the end of the hair strand. Place
an end paper against the hair strand, so that half of it is hanging off the side. Fold the excess
paper under the hair strand so that it's sandwiched inside. Next, slide the end paper towards the
bottom of the hair section. It would be a good idea to fold some end papers in half ahead of
time. This way, you can just slide it over the edge of the hair strand, then pull it down. Wrap the
hair strand around a curling rod. Place the end of the hair strand on top of a curling rod. Wrap
the hair around the curling rod until you reach your scalp, then close the rod. Remember: the
larger the rod, the larger and looser the curl. Roll the rod downward, away from your forehead
and towards your nape. Repeat the process for the entire middle section. If you started from the
back of your crown, work your way down to your nape first, then go back and do the front
section. If you started from your hairline, just work your way down to your nape. Make sure that
all of the hair from the middle section goes into the rod. Apply 2 columns of rods to each side
section. Choose a side to start with, and unravel the run. Create a vertical part, somewhere
behind your ear, and wrap the front section of hair into a bun. Start applying the rods at the top
of the side section, right under the middle section, and finish at your hairline. At this point, your
hair may start to dry as you work with it. If that happens, simply mist it with water. This will
make it easier to wrap around the rod. Wrap a cotton strip around your hairline, tucking it under
the rods. Purchase a strip of cotton batting from an online or local beauty supply store, then
wrap it around your hairline, tucking it under the edges of the rods. It looks like a long cotton
ball. Part 3 of Purchase a perm solution based on your hair type and health. There are 2 types of
perm solutions: alkaline and acid. If you choose the wrong type, you may end up with different
results--or in some cases, you may damage your hair. Choose an alkaline solution if your hair
is: Asian, coarse, fine, resistant, or has low elasticity. Choose an acid solution if your hair is:
damaged, fragile, highlighted, tinted, or has high elasticity. Visit a salon if you have hair that has
been extensively color treated or damaged, or if you have African-American hair. Choose a
stylist who specializes in working with your hair type. Ask friends and family to recommend a
good salon, or search for online reviews of local salons. Pierce the tip of the bottle with a push
pin. Perm solution comes in a plastic squeeze bottle. While you can snip the tip off, it is better
to pierce it with a pin, like a thumb tack or a push pin. This will give you better control over the
product. Apply the solution close to the rods using small, circular motions. Choose a section to
start with: middle, left, or right. Position the bottle over the top edge of the rod, and begin to
squeeze out the solution using a small, circular motion. Work 1 rod at a time until you complete
the entire section, then move on to the next one. Use the entire solution that came in the bottle.
Gravity will pull the solution downward toward the bottom of the rod. Check your hair every few
minutes for an S-shape when unraveled. Wait 5 minutes first, then pick a rod and unravel it
slightly. Take a look at the hair, and see if you can spot a tight S-shape. If not, wrap the hair
back up. Check it again after 2 minutes. Rinse your hair for 3 minutes without taking the rods
out. This is important. Leave the rods in your hair. Simply lean over a sink or step into a shower,
then rinse the solution from your hair for 3 minutes. If you have very thick hair, run water
between each rod for several seconds to make sure you rinse all the solution out thoroughly.
Let your hair dry with the rods in place. It would be best if you let your hair air dry, but if you are
in a hurry, you could use a hair dryer to speed the process up. Do not take the rods out yet.
Apply the neutralizer, wait 10 minutes, then rinse it out for 3 minutes. Use the same technique

when applying the neutralizer as you did for the perm solution. Since the neutralizer is gentler,
you can wait the full 10 minutes without checking your hair. Once the 10 minutes are up, rinse
your hair for 3 minutes. Let your hair dry, then remove the rods. Once you remove the rods,
leave your hair alone. At the most, you can gently style the curls with your fingers. Part 4 of
Wait 3 days before you wash your hair. This may feel gross, but it is very important. Use
shampoo and conditioner meant for chemically treated hair. They'll keep your hair looking
smooth and soft while prolonging the perm. Use conditioner each time you wash your hair;
swap it out for a deep conditioner every so often. A natural deep conditioner, like argan oil, is a
great option. Moisturizing, curl-enhancing products are a great choice. Don't use products
containing silicones and alcohol. Silicones will lead to build-up, while alcohol will make it turn
dry. Do not style or brush your hair for 1 week. More importantly, leave your hair as-is for the
duration of the week. This means no curling, straightening, ponytails, braids, etc. This will help
keep your curls frizz-free. Limit heat styling, including blow drying and straightening. When
possible, let your hair air dry. Avoid straightening when possible. If you must straighten your
hair, apply a heat protectant and use a lower heat setting. Wait at least 2 weeks before you dye
your hair. If you dye your hair too soon, you not only risk damaging your hair further, but you
may lose your curls. Once those 2 weeks are up, however, you can treat your hair like you
would regular hair; you can dye it, bleach it, or even highlight it. The perming process is harsh
to begin with; bleaching and highlighting are also harsh and will damage your hair further.
Some stylists recommend that you wait 1 month before dyeing, bleaching or highlighting your
hair. Laura Martin Licensed Cosmetologist. Laura Martin. You can use curl enhancing products
to make the most of your natural hair texture. You can also use rollers or pin curls to set the
hair without heat or chemicals. Not Helpful 5 Helpful A perm will start to loosen after about
months and should be retouched to maintain the style. Tighter perms last longer than loose
ones. Perms use chemicals to permanently alter the structure of your hair. If used repeatedly
they can cause damage, especially if combined with other chemical treatments like hair color.
Not Helpful 6 Helpful The cost of a perm can range from less than a hundred dollars to a few
hundred depending on the stylist, area, and hair length. Call salons in your area for an estimate.
Not Helpful 8 Helpful If depends on the type of curls, but generally you need something to set
the hair on rods, rollers, etc. Not Helpful 4 Helpful Use a few different sizes of rollers or rods and
alternate them. Also, using a brick lay pattern where the curlers are applied in staggered
alignment instead of vertical rows will create a more natural effect. You should dye after, as the
perm can cause color to fade. Wait at least a week, ideally 2 weeks, between services. Any
beauty supply store should carry it. You can also find it online through beauty supply websites,
and even Amazon. Not Helpful 7 Helpful It varies depending on the type of perm you are using
and the manufacturer. Follow the directions that come with the solution. You should not relax
hair and then try to recurl it. Instead, if you have naturally curly or kinky hair, use a product that
is designed to reduce or restructure the existing curls. This should be a one-step process.
Include your email address to get a message when this question is answered. By using this
service, some information may be shared with YouTube. Don't lay your head down when you
first get a perm, because it will permanently make marks on your hair. Helpful 4 Not Helpful 0.
When getting your hair permed at a salon, make it clear what you want and what you don't want.
Be as detailed as possible. Bring pictures from a magazine or show your stylist pictures on your
phone to give them an idea of what you want. Helpful 2 Not Helpful 1. Red hair tends to be
resistant to perms, so you may have to use a stronger solution. Consult a trained stylist before
you make any purchases. Helpful 1 Not Helpful 0. If you have a lot of split ends, it would be a
good idea to trim them off first. Apply a volumizing product to your roots as they grow, then
blow dry your hair at the scalp to create additional volume. Helpful 1 Not Helpful 1. Too much
perming can damage your hair, leaving it brittle and thin. Always consult a professional hair
stylist if this happens to you. Helpful 6 Not Helpful 1. If your scalp starts to burn while the perm
is activating, wash the solution out immediately. Helpful 6 Not Helpful 5. Related wikiHows How
to. How to. More References 7. About This Article. Co-authored by:. Co-authors: Updated:
December 9, Categories: Perms. Article Summary X To perm your hair, start by washing it with a
clarifying shampoo to remove any oil or residue. Italiano: Fare la Permanente ai Capelli.
Deutsch: Eine Dauerwelle machen. Nederlands: Je haar permanenten. Thanks to all authors for
creating a page that has been read 2,, times. Handy hints were a great idea to show what to
avoid, e. Well done! White Jan 6, Linda Mercado Jan 5, I really find it very useful. Amy Davis May
27, Easy directions to follow. Thank you for this! It was very helpful. Dorothy Roberts Apr 29, I'm
thinking of trying it myself. Jen Charron Feb 6, It answered all my questions, and I understand
the process of perming more clearly. Mike Patridge Dec 2, It took courage, but I did it myself.
Thank you. Brooke Lynch May 5, Thank you so much! Danielle Nicole Mackey Sep 24, Thank
you! Scarlett Hill Apr 18, Anonymous Jan 20, The refresher was great. Josie Pearson May 5,

More reader stories Hide reader stories. Did this article help you? Cookies make wikiHow better.
By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Sal Darling May 23, Share yours!
More success stories Hide success stories. Related Articles How to. By signing up you are
agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. Get all the best how-tos!
X Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn,
adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! When it comes to throwback hairstyles ,
perms are pretty much as iconic as it gets. Although we typically associate the hairstyle with
the '80s, perms have been around much longer than that, which is why the hair treatment is
largely seen as, well, kinda outdated. But if you thought that perms were limited to only one
look probably the one we all picture when we hear the word "perm" , then you were today years
old when you learned that modern perms can actually create a ton of different styles. You see,
perms are chemical treatments that break the bonds of the hair to change its structure, leaving
you with a new texture. Whether you want a wavy perm , a tighter, more-defined perm, or just a
perm that'll give you a little body and texture so you can cut back on heat-styling, there's a style
out there for ya. But before you go buying that at-home perm kit please don't ever do that ,
you're gonna want to read this guide first. If you've done your research you're here, so that's a
good first step , you're ready to make the commitment, and you're planning on going to a
professional, then yes, definitely. But trying to give yourself a DIY hair perm? Not so much. With
all the required technique and skill, the different sizes and kinds of perm rods and rollers, and
the countless types of perming solutions which, for the record, are formulated with intense
chemicals , there are just way too many factors for newbies to consider. And honestly, perms
are even challenging for some professional hairstylists to pull off. So if you've found someone
or a salon that specializes in a specific perm you're interested in, consider making the trip to
ensure that it turns out the way you want because, spoiler alert, perms aren't cheap. At the end
of the day, it's definitely not worth sacrificing your hair to save a few bucks. Back in the day,
perms were very one-size-fits-all, but today you've got all different types of perms with different
processes to suit your preferences â€”whether you want something soft and wavy, or more
defined and curly. The biggest and main difference between present-day perms vs. In general,
the type of perm your stylist uses will be determined by their personal style and technique, so
it's best to do a little research to make sure you're on the same page before your appointment.
There are way too many types of perms to walk you through each one just being honest! A post
shared by Kiley Fitzgerald bykileyfitz. First, you've got your standard perm, which uses
traditional, plastic perm rods to give your hair a more defined curl. Then you've got your softer,
looser perms to create more movement and texture if you're someone with flat, fine, or bodiless
hair. Some examples are the MareWave by Mare Salon in Los Angeles which requires larger
rods and different sectioning techniques to create more volume , texture, or body and the digital
perm which involves rollers that attach to a machine to control the heat, giving the hair a
beachy texture. But perms aren't only for transforming straight hair into wavy or curly hair. If
you already have curly or coily hair , you can get a relaxer sometimes called a perm, which
softens the curl for a straight finish or a curly perm when the hair is still curly but you've altered
the texture or the curl pattern. A couple examples of curly perms are the Wave Nouveau which
starts with a cream to first straighten the curl and the GinaCurl by Hair's Talent which doesn't
require double-processing. Are you exhausted yet? Because I am. The point I'm trying to make
is there are a million different perm types, techniques, and names, so don't just choose the first
one that pops up. Do your research and find the perm that'll work best for you and your desired
end results. Can they? I mean, the internet is full of perm disasters for a reasonâ€”you're
working with chemicals that are powerful enough to change the texture of your hair, which is
why it's so important to see a pro. An experienced professional knows to take into
consideration your hair type , texture, porosity , past treatments, color historyâ€”you get the
idea. According to Kiley Fitzgerald , hairstylist at Mare Salon who specializes in the MareWave,
those with heavily highlighted hair that includes bleached or already damaged hair should avoid
perms. If you try to perm hair that's already damaged, you're just going to damage it more , says
Fitzgerald. Generally, perms last anywhere from four to six months , but fun fact: The word
"perm" is actually short for "permanent. If your perm is much softer than the classic '80s perm,
your hair will grow out nicely without being too obvious. Otherwise, you'll probably want to go
back for touch-ups around the six-month mark if you want to maintain your perm. If I haven't
drilled it into your head enough, perms especially the good ones aren't easy. Because of the
difficulty level, you'll want to make sure you go to someone who's very experienced in the
technique, so prepare to shell out some cash. Determined by the type and the salon, t he price
of hair perms vary, but you can expect to pay a base rate, sometimes up to a couple hundred
dollars , plus more depending on the length and thickness of your hair. The number one most
important step in preparing for a perm is to schedule a consultation with your stylist before the

treatment to find out if you're even a good candidate. If you're someone who colors their hair,
that's an important consideration that needs to be brought up with your stylist before your
perm. Once it's been decided that a perm will work for you, Fitzgerald suggests strengthening
your strands with conditioning treatments leading up to your appointment for the best results.
This also depends on the type of perm, but generally, you shouldn't wash your hair with
shampoo for two to three days we've all seen Legally Blonde , right? Basically, you want to
avoid doing anything that might alter the shape you've just worked so hard and paid so much to
get. After that first wash, you'll also want to opt for air-drying over heat-styling with curling
irons or straighteners as much as you can to protect the curls. Hope you didn't finish off that
bottle of deep conditioner while prepping for your appointment, because you'll also want to use
conditioning treatments at least once a week to maintain the integrity of the perm. It's also a
good idea to invest in a silk pillowcase , if you haven't already, or sleep with a hair bonnet to
protect your strands from friction, tangles, and frizz while you toss and turn. If you're new to
curly hair, it's important to note that curls aren't any easier to style than straighter strands, but
if you love your new shape and texture, it'll be worth any extra time spent. The first step is to
trade out your regular formulas especially the ones with sulfates with wavy or curly hair
products. Then, figure out how the heck to use all those products check out the Curly Girl
method if you now have anything between 2c to 4a curls and experiment to find an application
technique that works best for your new look. If you're looking for a relatively easy way to try out
a new hair texture, you should definitely consider going for a perm. Just remember: You can't
DIY your perm no exceptions! That said, there are so many types of perms available today that
you're basically guaranteed to find a style you love. More Goodies. United States. Type keyword
s to search. Today's Top Stories. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or
you may be able to find more information, at their web site. This content is imported from
Instagram. View this post on Instagram. Briogeo Don't Despair, Repair! Deep Conditioning Hair
Mask. Davines Love Curl Hair Mask. Related Story. Brooke Shunatona Brooke Shunatona is a
contributing writer for Cosmopolitan. This content is created and maintained by a third party,
and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to
find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue
Reading Below. We use cookies and similar technologies to run this website and help us
understand how you use it. We purchase every product we review with our own funds â€” we
never accept anything from product manufacturers. If you were born with straight hair but
dream of having full body, soft waves, or bouncy curls, a hair perm kit might be exactly what
you need to get the locks you've always wanted. Often referred to as home perms, permanent
waves, or just perms, these products make it possible to transform stick-straight hair into
waves and curls with lots of body that will last for months. It's the combination of rolling
sections of hair around perm rods and processing them chemically that creates the long-lasting
changes to straight hair. Once processed, hair relaxes a bit over the following few days,
revealing a new look. And although giving yourself or a friend a perm is a process that requires
some time and a little skill, it's well worth the effort for the possible hair-changing effects. A
perm requires a commitment to a different look for your hair. When you perm your hair,
however, the waves and curls can last for months, and they hold up to inclement weather and
repeated washings. Wrapping the hair around perm rods then gives it a different shape in the
form of waves or curls. Clipping the segments in place will keep them out of the way when you
start to roll your hair on to perm rods. Paper end wraps: Most hair perm kits come with end
wraps, but you might need more, especially if your hair is long and thick. Perm rods: The type of
waves or curls you prefer determines the size of perm rods you need. Perm rods very widely in
length and circumference. Keep in mind that the thinner the rod, the tighter the curl. Jumbo-size
rods are best for waves and loose curls. Hair perm kits have the power to drastically change the
appearance of your hair, but there are some downsides to the process and using the chemicals
it takes to achieve a new do. Here is a closer look at some pros and cons to help you decide if a
perm is right for you. It also includes a neutralizer solution that is applied after the desired
processing time. Alkaline perms have a pH level of about 9 to 9. Acid perms have pH range of
about 4. This type of perm is recommended for hair that is color treated, dry, or damaged. All
hair perm kits come with instructions that walk you step by step through the perming process
from start to finish. Additional items that may or may not be included in the hair perm kit vary
from brand to brand, and can include end papers, gloves, drip guards, and other solutions like
activators or conditioners. If you decide that giving yourself a perm in the comfort of your home
is for you, the affordable price of hair perm kits is another selling point. When compared to what
a perm costs at a salon, you can save hundreds of dollars by using a perm kit. If your goal in
perming your hair is to end up with enviable body, the Zotos Quantum X-Body Perm is likely to
give you the long-lasting results you want. Sometimes gray hair requires a little extra pampering

to keep it soft and shiny. The chemicals are made to prevent silver hair from developing a
yellowish tint, keeping your gray hue true. The kit includes a post-perm conditioner for an
added softening boost. My hair is too long to roll around standard perm rods. Can I still use a
hair perm kit? Using this method, you place two perm rods in each section of hair. First you roll
a section of hair from mid-strand to the scalp, then you wrap and roll the end to the first rod.
What is a perm strand test and why should I do one? To do a strand test, once the rods are in
place, select one rolled segment of hair and apply the waving solution. This will help prevent
overprocessing your hair. How long do I have to wait to wash my hair after using a hair perm
kit? A popular perm kit among repeat users for good reasons â€” almost anyone can use it and
enjoy similar results with lasting curls. An excellent choice for perming your hair at home that is
gentle yet effective at producing beautiful curls without an overpowering odor. Worth
considering for anyone who needs a perm that's a bit gentler on the hair than alkaline perms
with ammonia, but the results may not meet all users' expectations. The original perm by
Ogilvie that's a good choice for customers with healthy hair who want lasting curls and waves.
The included conditioners are welcome bonuses. Whether you want beachy waves or defined
curls, this Zoto perm will give most users salon-quality results without leaving home.
BestReviews wants to be better. Please take our 3-minute survey, and give us feedback about
your visit today. BestReviews spends thousands of hours researching, analyzing, and testing
products to recommend the best picks for most consumers. We only make money if you
purchase a product through our links, and all opinions about the products are our own. Read
more. We buy all products with our own funds, and we never accept free products from
manufacturers. Bottom Line. Best of the Best. Check Price. Salon-quality Brand Bottom Line.
Best Bang for the Buck. Ogilvie Salon Styles. Classic Option Bottom Line. Top-selling Brand
Bottom Line. One N Only. Contains Conditioners Bottom Line. Zotos Acclaim. Best for Fragile
Hair Bottom Line. How we decided We purchase every product we review with our own funds
â€” we never accept anything from product manufacturers. Zero products received from
manufacturers. Updated December Written by Jennifer Manfrin. Buying guide for best hair perm
kits If you were born with straight hair but dream of having full body, soft waves, or bouncy
curls, a hair perm kit might be exactly what you need to get the locks you've always wanted.
Sign up. There are different types of rolling methods for creating a variety of looks, from waves
to spirals to corkscrew curls. Before using your hair perm kit, do a little research to find the
wave or curl style you like best. Other Products We Considered. The BestReviews editorial team
researches hundreds of products based on consumer reviews, brand quality, and value. We
then choose a shorter list for in-depth research and testing before finalizing our top picks.
These are the products we considered that ultimately didn't make our top 5. Salon Styles
Professional Perm. Quantum Extra Body Acid Perm. Quantum 5 Mega Firm Exothermic Perm.
Professional Option Perms. Quantum Classic Body Acid Perm. Salon Styles Home Perm. Perm
for Normal Hair. Shiny Silver for Grey Hair Perm. Precisely Right Hair Perm. Quantum 5 Firm
Choices Alkaline Perm. Exothermic Alkaline Perm. Relaxer Hair Care Kit Regular. Design
Freedom Regular Perm. Quantum Firm Options Alkaline Perm. For Resistant Hair Perm. Ogilvie
Salon Styles Precisely Right for Color-Treated, Thin, or Delicate Hair A popular perm kit among
repeat users for good reasons â€” almost anyone can use it and enjoy similar results with
lasting curls. One N Only Exothermic Perm Kit An excellent choice for perming your hair at
home that is gentle yet effective at producing beautiful curls without an overpowering odor.
Zotos Acclaim Extra Body Acid Perm Worth considering for anyone who needs a perm that's a
bit gentler on the hair than alkaline perms with ammonia, but the results may not meet all users'
expectations. Zotos Design Freedom Regular Perm. Zotos Design Freedom Regular Perm
Whether you want beachy waves or defined curls, this Zoto perm will give most users
salon-quality results without leaving home. Take Survey. Our Top Picks. Shop Now. With A-list
celebrities ahead of the curve, perm hair made a remarkable comeback last year, and the trend
is hot in However, nowadays perms are quite different from those super-curly backcombed
looks we saw back in the 80s. They are natural-looking, customizable and gentler to hair, with a
lot of treatment done to avoid hair damage. Perm hairstyles look stunning on long locks, and
they are fun when it comes to crops. Once your hair is long enough to be wrapped around rods,
you can nail a perm. Yet, you need to understand that length stands for weight, and heavier hair
is not so good at holding a curl. But they can rest assured â€” though there are different types
of perms available for short-haired ladies today, the approach they practice is more or less the
same. When I teach other stylists how to do it, I have them think about how they would do a
curling iron set. And you can check the results of this customization below. Look how aptly this
girl turned her regular bob into a crisp and trendy hairstyle just by adding an effortless and very
soft wave. Tighter ringlets will bring in gorgeous texture and bounce, which is just the thing for
saving your hair from looking flat. We know that long locks tend to look flat, especially when not

layered and textured. But we also know that the flipside of perms is damage â€” your cherished
hair may suffer from the use of chemicals. So, is it worth to take the plunge? With those
picture-perfect long hairstyles in our gallery, we cannot but agree with the pro. And we are
delighted with the lush volume of this curly look again. This body wave hairstyle shows a
beautiful mass of ringlets with zero frizz, promising low maintenance coupled with a vibrant
appearance. Looser S-shaped curls allow creating a hot and happening beach hairstyle no
sweat â€” as this summery look illustrates. Even having thin tresses, you can gain movement
and dimension by switching your hair to a natural-looking wavy texture. With the definition your
hair gets when permed properly, you just need to air dry your locks and enjoy their bouncy feel.
From the chin level to the collar bone length, medium perm hairstyles can make your hair
routine much easier, since present-day perms do a nice job for wash and go girls. There are
also modern techniques where it can be straighter at the top half with the bend in the hair
starting at the mid-length and ends. The other big change is using a larger rod to create a loose,
soft bend in the hair. This is how it works for mid-length cuts. These loose waves feel really
effortless and play great with the color transition featuring fun white-blonde tips. Here, shoulder
length hair is brightened up with tighter curls, which are still silky and natural-looking. Note
these cool springy bangs and face framing ringlets. Would this one-length balayaged bob look
so cute, if it is not for those soft spirals that add both dynamics and volume? And this cutie
rocks her mid length with tight large curls, handsomely highlighted and structurized to frame
the face flatteringly. But what about other textures? So, it seems that whatever texture you
have, you can find inspo among the pictures in our pick for different hair types. This dope curly
bob is seriously voluminous thanks to ringlets galore coupled with layering and side-swept
styling. If your wavy locks lack definition and volume, body perm will deliver both, also adding a
feel of greater density. By getting a perm, you can introduce texture and dynamics into your fine
locks, making even a simple bob cut vibrant and touchable. Actually, there are different types of
perms for white and black girls. While the first ones use chemicals to have their tresses curled,
the latter avail themselves of various solutions in order to get their curls straightened. Now, all
textures matter. Instead, the natural hair gang uses perm rods to set curls of every shape and
tightness when they need to define or change their natural curl pattern. Scroll further to see
fantastic looks they create. This heart-shaped Afro looks amazing with a soft curl pattern that
has plenty of volume teamed up with density and bounce. Is it possible not to fall in love with
perm hairstyles when looking at these wild corkscrew curls, artistically highlighted at the ends
for extra gloss? This modern crop embraces tight spirals easily, as the ringlets are perfectly
defined, spiced up with random splashes of caramel and moisturized to radiate shine. Tight
curls and a cute tapered cut is a killer combo for an African American girl seeking for a neat, yet
authentic look. While perms give you the freedom to avoid that daily styling hassle, keep in
mind that anyway you need to take a good care of your permed locks â€” for both a healthy look
and longer life. He recommends avoiding heat styling and hair products containing alcohol and
silicones, since they either make permed hair brittle and frizzy or lead to excess greasiness and
heaviness. A smart hair care solution is to go for moisturizing, curl-enhancing, and protein-rich
formulas with no weigh-down effect. Following these tips, you will enjoy your stunning look for
a long while like girls from our collection do. For loose curls, larger rods are installed to get an
awesome boho feel that comes with this mermaid long hair. Because of tiny strands divided
during the process, these permanent waves are so airy and voluminous, despite the length that
would otherwise weigh them down. On the contrary, this loose wave perm features wider
strands to provide more density to thin tresses. We are delighted with this bobbed curly perm
that combines bold jet-black ringlets and even more daring violet highlights. Here is a proof that
mature ladies look younger with a springy hairstyle, especially when
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it is complimented with bangs. Look how amazingly this thin hair is transformed into a head of
delicate blonde curls without the slightest bit of scarcity visible. This adorable haircut oozes a
relaxed feel with its very soft and natural waves, skillfully incorporated to frame the face nicely.
If you want to bring a trendy bedhead touch into your bob, look no further than this slightly
wavy texture gained with a perm. And while we are in search of the newest trends, give us a
feedback by sharing your Instagram-perfect perm pictures. Bang-on Perms for Different Hair
Lengths Perm hairstyles look stunning on long locks, and they are fun when it comes to crops.
Related Posts Hairstyles. We have gorgeous hairstyles for thin hair to flatter various ages, faces
and hair types â€” just browse and take inspiration. The pixie cut is an epitome of boldness,
striking personality and style. At least, this is true for those ladies who happened to find their

signature look. Type keyword s to search.

